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Fantasy Spire, MMO-Spiele So I downloaded the game, but when I try to run it it gets stuck on the screen splash forever. I searched a lot all over the internet for a solution but found nothing. Any advice will be highly appreciated, thanks for your time. Exitlag Ad Hammytheboo Ad Hello Guest! To get rid of advertising on the page, please
think about donating through user updates or other methods. AbsoluteSenpai17 Starter Thread Date Beginning February 1, 2019 Hi, I just got a BnS buddy and it's great and everyone so thank you for creating it. Now, my problem is that when I clicked play using a buddy bns and walked into it it was all right until I noticed that I was stuck
on the first thing that comes when you enter the BnS, downloading a splash of screen art. It was frozen because I could move the loading circle when I hovered over the download splash art. I was wondering if you have any idea why he's doing this, or if there's already a fix? Some help would be very appreciated. Thank you for your time
and effort. x - Sorry for the late response. Have you solved your problem? It sounds like a broken nvidia profile or FTH that could cause a cripple at download speed. You have to log in or register to respond here. Home English Player for Player Support stuck on screen splash
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